
CONSEQUENCES OF LACK OF MOTIVATION

Employee motivation can have negative effects on productivity and also can have Employees who lack motivation lack
the energy and enthusiasm to try.

Accepting a challenge excites her. Performance The effect of low employee motivation can take several
different forms. References 3. Increased motivation, inner peace and calm, vitality and happiness are just a
few characteristics that people have developed as responses to this phenomenon. If he does take on additional
responsibility, he often complains about having "more work to do. There is not a tablet or medical procedure
that can give motivation. Employees who lack motivation may also spend more working hours attending to
personal issues or socializing, both of which contribute to decreased productivity. Tip A lack of employee
morale leads to lower productivity, an inability to overcome challenges, apathy and poor customer service.
Sometimes lack of motivation can be created through a medical condition or through side effects of
prescriptive drugs. For example, the idea of thinking about sweating regularly in the gym or staying away
from chocolates may not seem very exciting, however, visualizing yourself in a new outfit where you look
slim and beautiful may really help you stay at it. You should continuously think and remind yourself that you
can do it. This energy can transform any living organism or non-living material to serve a higher level
purpose. Staying motivated however, can be quite a task and often, it does not come naturally to us. It's one
thing to take on additional responsibility when someone is sick or is otherwise unable to perform his job, but
employees often resent an employee who simply refuses to do his job. One needs to stay motivated to achieve
positive change. Dahryn Trivedi and Gopal Nayak also now have the ability to harness this universal energy in
this way. Poor Customer Service Customer service suffers when employees have no motivation. Connect with
us. This is common on sales floors where an unmotivated representative doesn't even approach a customer to
ask if she needs help. If the employee doesn't care about being at work, he certainly doesn't care about the
company vision or the success of the company. For small businesses and those facing financial difficulties,
however, it may mean the difference between surviving and going out of business. It is his belief that the
energy connects people to the God of their understanding, and to their inner guidance system. You want a
team that's motivated, and believes in the vision of the business. For example, low motivation encourages
absenteeism, including unexcused or unplanned absences and chronic lateness. Apathy for the Job An
unmotivated employee doesn't seem to care if he has a job or not. Unable to Overcome Adversity An
unmotivated employee is unable to overcome challenges. We do not warrant or represent that the health
related information on this website is complete, true, accurate, up to date or non-misleading. Setting a specific
goal is very important. Motivated employees accept a challenge and stick with the problem until a solution is
found. Without motivation, life can feel drab, monotonous and repetitive. The results showed that the energy
initiated wonderful transformation, optimizing the potential of the subject matter in ways that were beneficial
to humanity. When you have motivated employees, you'll see less turnover, greater productivity and customer
satisfaction. Rewarding yourself for each accomplishment can also motivate you. It is the mantra to stay
motivated. This person is not about to go the extra step to help a customer. While low motivation can come
from a number of sources, it can lead to many of the same negative effects. The above suggests useful tips to
help increase motivation. Changes in perspectives, approach to life, self belief, physical fitness, health and
goals all need to be addressed and altered. However, businesses can take steps to keep motivation high or
address a lack of morale.


